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DORM DANCE SUCCESS

A large proportion of the Freshman Class turned out for the annual Dorm Dance held Saturday night in the dining hall of the men's dormitory. About eighty couples enjoyed the music rendered by Perley Reynolds band. The hall was pleasingly decorated by the committee in charge of the affair, and an enjoyable time was had by everyone. The members of the committee were: Romansky, Levenson, Brooks, Ford, and Waxman. Chaparons were Dean and Mrs. Corbett, "Professor and Mrs. Wallace," Asst. Dean and Mrs. Hincks, and William Wells.

FORTY FROSH AWARDED NUMERALS

At a meeting of the University of Maine Athletic Board Saturday, forty members of Freshman athletic teams were awarded their numerals, in fall sports. Freshman football numeral awards were: John Adams, Arlington, Mass.; Yaxir Dowd, Portland; Gordon Benn, Easton; Dana Sidelinger, South Portland; Adrian Downey, Arlington, Mass.; Clark Porring, Hingham, Mass.; James Smith, Waterville; Kenneth Sargent, Bangor; John Dawson, Mexico; Kenneth Prueett, Kittery; William Blake, Greenfield, Mass.; Philip Snow, Biddeford; Douglas Parker, Lewiston; Howard Foley, Marblehead, Mass.; Charles Costa, Lawrence, Mass.; Morris Duncan, Rockland; Richard Knowlton, Rockland; John Beffoul, Bangor; Ralph Verwilyes, Wellesley, Mass.; Frederick Mills, Wellesley, Mass.; Milton Ereslaw, Greenwich, Conn.; George Frame, Searsport; Albert Doherty, Bangor; Bruno Golobski, Lawrence, Mass.; Robert Littlehale, Belmont, Mass.; and Francis McAlary, Rockland.

Cross Country numerals were awarded to James O'Conner, Augusta; Alfred Prince, Brewer; Lawrence Ives, Topsham, Mass.; Lawrence Weston, Augusta; Bernard Dionne, Van Buren; Charles Cunningham, New York; Robert Cameron, Gloucester, Mass.; Donald Huff, Lynnfield, Mass.; George Clarke, South Portland; Benjamin Blackwell, Waterville. (continued on page 3)
THE NEW GYM

Everyone is watching with interest the construction of the new gymnasium now being added to the south side of Memorial Armory. This building is a gift of the Alumni, faculty, and friends of the University, and its total cost will approximate $165,000.

This unit is a continuation of the project started several years ago to commemorate those Maine men who died in the service of their country.

The building will be of brick and steel construction, with Maine granite for the steps and trimmings. The lobby or trophy room will be of blue stone with walls of limestone.

The first floor will contain the offices of the coaches and the headquarters of the Physical Training Department. The second floor will be used almost exclusively for locker rooms. The third floor will have three exercise rooms, and two hand-ball courts. The main gym will extend from the first floor to the roof, and will be about 80 feet by 106 feet. This will be enclosed by stands and galleries with a seating capacity of 1350.

This gymnasium, which is expected to reach completion some time in February, will fulfill a long-felt need of the University.

THE WINGATE STONE

The stone in front of Wingate Hall is known as conglomerate. The name itself means, in geology; a rock composed of gravel and coarse material fastened together by very fine sand. This sand acts as a natural cement and looks a great deal like our ordinary cement. No one knows the actual composition of this stone. It was found in the Maine woods and sent to the University of Maine by the discover, who was a Maine man.

The people have spoken. Someone calls the ballot,-

"A weapon that comes down as still
As snowflakes fall upon the sod;
But executes a freeman's will,
As lightning does the will of God."

The ballot was the only quiet thing about this election, and this lightning figure aptly illustrates the popular will. It is a mighty freakish exhibition of power.

The last winner meets overwhelming problems, works his heart out, is ousted. His successor, even in the elate hour of victory, may contemplate this phenomenon and ponder. After all, what is reassuring in "we want a change" without a fair idea of how it will prove matters? - or "we want beer" when what millions want is bread? How will the lightning strike next time? Would we not better rely upon the controlled current of a sustained program, embracing the needs of all, rather than upon the quadrennial display of the lightning of hasty partisan promise?

THANKS TO SKULLS

The Freshman Class greatly appreciates the opportunity to hold the recent Dorm Dance. We realize that this dance was made possible by the Senior Skulls. We, therefore, wish to thank them for their kind consideration.
WOMEN'S SPORTS

FROSH TIE SOPHS

In a fast and exciting hockey game Wednesday the 1936 squad experienced 1935 squad to a 2-2 tie.

The first goal was made by Crowley of the Sophs on a penalty corner.

In the second half the Frosh returned to the game with renewed vigor, and made two goals in succession. Dolliver and Stone scored the points. Then as the winter dusk was settling across the field, Ella Rowe slipped past her opponent and made the final score.

Line-up:


Subs: Waspalt for Young; Colson for Libby and Harriman for Gardner.

FROSH LOSE TO JUNIORS, 8-0

The Freshman hockey team narrowly lost the Junior team Saturday morning amidst rain and mud. The game was hard fought throughout, and the final score was Juniors-8, Frosh-0.

Haney, Young, and Richardson scored for the Juniors, making four goals in the first half and four in the second.

Frankie Dean is captain of the Frosh Junior team, while Margaret Sewall leads the Freshmen.

The line-up follows:

Juniors: Bunker R.W., Young R.I., Richardson C.F., Haney L.I.

Freshmen: Sewall R.W., Archer R.I., Dolliver L.I., West L.I.

THANKSGIVING BASKET

GIRLS TO HOLD DRIVE FOR SUPPLIES

The Freshman Y has undertaken to prepare a Thanksgiving basket, which is to be given to some needy family. The contents will consist of food and clothing. Lists of things needed will be posted at Mt. Vernon, The Y. C.A. Building, and the Y. C.A. Building. Any contributions will be gladly received.

Sue Bailey Thurman
Speaks to Freshman Girls.

At a meeting of the Y. C.A. Wednesday evening at Mount Vernon, the Freshman girls were privileged to have as their speaker Sue Bailey Thurman, prominent Y worker and entertainer.

The theme of Mrs. Thurman's program was an imaginary tour of the principal countries of the world. Mrs. Thurman sang songs appropriate to each country which were passed through in the tour, and the meeting closed with the singing of two negro spirituals.


Substitutes: Lord for Woodman, Carr for Lord.

Umpires: West and Rogers.

GIVE IT TO THE GIRLS WHO REPORT FOR HOCKEY AT 6 A.M.

(continued from the first page) Selvin Hirschon, Portland; Charles Shaw, Amherst, Mass.; Lynden Keller, Pripep, and Kenneth Ireland, Garden City, N.Y.
MEN'S SPORTS

Freshman Football

According to an announcement of the Senior Skulls, there will be no Freshman-Senior football game this year. No reasons were given in the notice for abandoning the game, which was to have been played Saturday afternoon.

Cross Country

At the H.A.A.A. meet held last Monday at Franklin Park in Boston, the Freshman Cross Country team took sixth place. Eleven teams were entered in the meet.

O'Connor was the first Maine man to finish.

The team totals of the race follow: --Univ. Massachusetts, 1 (perfect score); Northeastern, 97; Inc.

Suds, 19; Maine, 127; Rhode Island State, 187; Springfield, 17.

Suds and Northeast did not start.

Bowling

Ock Hall took A defeated Hannibal Hall A team, 5-1, in the initial match of the Freshman Bowling League, Tuesday night at Ocko.

The bowling on the winning team were Capt. Hapgood, Foley, Libb, Nolan, and Breaks. Hannibal Hall A is composed of Capt. Stanley, Scopes, Finchfield, Sinclaire, and O'Connell.

The next matches will be Tuesday evening, when Ock Hall A will meet Hannibal Hall A, and Ock Hall B will meet Hannibal Hall B.

Basketball

A sixteen man schedule has been arranged for the Fresh A Basketball team. A feature of the schedule is a road trip through Aroostook County. Six games have been obtained thus far for team B. A call for candidates for the teams will be issued shortly after Thanksgiving.

SPORT LIGHTS

Burt and Mullen

OV FRESHMAN

Time was at Gargoyle college when we were truly football mad and the fever gripped each student and his uncle and his dad.

We went crazy at pep meetings, and the enemy was his.

But alas, the game is suffering from overemphasis.

We would crowd the grandstands wildly and our parents wildly wave, and each player was a hero, ay, the bravest of the brave.

We talked of names, and runs, and such intricacies deep.

Our souls, between our classes, in our spare time and our sleep.

But such green enthusiasm: you won't find a re any more;

Modern youth is finding football--

Well, a rather beastly bore.

Outside fans now crowd our grandstands with their blankets and their flasks.

And a suence from weird whoopee

Is what every student asks.

We are quite fed up at Gargoyle.

Sports been over-emphasized.

Culture's triumphs are what lure us,

Scholarship is highly prized.

Yes, we're going strong for culture you can scarcely blame us, when we've had such a r-o-o-t-t-o-o-n season, losing eight games out of ten.

From "Hit or Miss."
THE FRESHMAN

THE BULL SESSION

We hope that you have sufficiently recovered from the week-end activities long enough to bear the following onslaught. —Please return my asking—says Ann—too bad children don’t realize the value of such things. —If the ice-cream lifters had returned they could have had the sauce too—the Mount Vernon girls admired their efficiency. —By the way, Ed, what were you doing Wednesday night for excitement—whatever you do, don’t get frozen—twenty thousand Freshmen don’t be wrong, can they—Miss Dyer ought not to be so prepared—fire drill all by one’s lonesome isn’t so much fun, is it, Ed.—What freshman knows the most Vernon on the campus—ask Sam Caddish—Charles Buck is much improved, thank you—As winter approaches, Tarzan Sealey will have to change his studying costume—Nell Hamilton had to evacuate because of a we-mouse—she should learn the Mount Vernon method of extermination—take on by the tail and whack their heads on a bed post—it’s all right except when the skin of the tail peels—Keep away from that Brass Tail, Lissman.

FRESHMAN BUFFET

Girls Get Together
at Mount Vernon

Last night, November 15, Mount Vernon was the scene of a most enjoyable informal supper party, given to all the Freshman co-eds at the University. The guests of honor were: Mrs. J.H. Hart, Mrs. James Garnett, Miss James Garnett, Dean Bunn, Miss Longfellow, Mrs. Rogers, Miss Porter, Betty Barrows, Mrs. Sullivan, Miss Valenta, Miss Stiles, and Dr. Patch.

The reception committee was composed of Carolyn Cusick, Ruth Colby, Evelyn Doynton, and Betty Brown.

The tables were attractively decorated with candles and cut flowers. Bernice Reed and Frances King served. The delicious supper was served by Evelyn Tracey, Georgia Fuller, Dorothy Howard, Agatha Kittredge, and Virginia Nelson.

FRESHMEN ON "CAMPUS"

The following Freshmen are Cub Reporters for the "Campus": E. Adams, B. Brown, P. Harriman, P. Hullen, E. Saunders, D. Sullivan, and G. Wexman.

MAPLES NEWS

A new ruling has been adopted by the Freshman girls at Mount Vernon and the Maples. —It states that no upper-class girl may enter the dorm unless she is received by the girl she is coming to see. There has been a great deal of confusion caused by so much going in and out that the girls say that it interferes with their studying.

The Maples girls have a free hour every Thursday night from 8.30 to 10.30. On such nights they may have foods and get-togethers.

NOTICE: AGGIES

The Neck Club meeting will be held on Tuesday evening, instead of Wednesday, at 7.15. There will be a short business meeting, followed by an address by Dr. C. Tolford Erickson, on Agricultural Education in Alabama.

The "FELLS MAN" BAND will meet at Alumni Hall at 8.30 tonight to be photographed.

C'est tout